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Abstract— With the explosive growth of information available
on the World Wide Web, it has become much more difficult
to access relevant information from the Web. One possible
approach to solve this problem is web personalization. In this
paper, we propose a novel WUL (Web Usage Lattice) based
mining approach for mining association access pattern rules for
personalized web recommendations. The proposed approach aims
to mine a reduced set of effective association pattern rules for
enhancing the online performance of web recommendations. We
have incorporated the proposed approach into a personalized
web recommender system known as AWARS. The performance
of the proposed approach is evaluated based on the efficiency
and the quality. In the efficiency evaluation, we measure the
number of generated rules and the runtime for online recommendations. In the quality evaluation, we measure the quality of
the recommendation service based on precision, satisfactory and
applicability. This paper will discuss the proposed WUL-based
mining approach, and give the performance of the proposed
approach in comparison with the Apriori-based algorithms.
Index Terms— Web Usage Mining, Web Usage Lattice, Association Access Pattern Rules, Web Recommendation

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the explosive growth of information available on the
World Wide Web, it has become much more difficult to access
relevant information from the Web. One possible approach
to solve this problem is web personalization [1]. To support
this, we can model the past access behavior of users on the
Web. The acquired knowledge or model can then be used
for predicting the access behavior of the current user. In
personalized web recommendation, it aims to predict which
web pages are more likely to be accessed next by the current
user. Traditional techniques such as collaborative filtering [2],
[3], [4] and hybrid approaches [5], [6], [7] have been used
to support web recommendation. However, such techniques
suffer from a major drawback in which most users surf
websites anonymously via a proxy, and their identities are
hidden and difficult to get.
Recently, web usage mining [8] techniques, which aim to
discover interesting and frequent user access patterns from
web browsing data that are stored in web server logs, proxy
server logs or browser logs, have been widely investigated
and applied for web recommendation. Association rule mining
[9], [10], sequential pattern mining [11] and clustering [12],

[13] discover different access patterns from web logs that can
be modelled and used for web page recommendation. [14]
gave an overview of the above data mining techniques from
an application-oriented view. Among the different web access
patterns, association access rules are most appropriate for web
personalization applications as pointed out by Mobasher et al
[15].
Apriori [16] is the classical algorithm for mining association
rules. Some variants of the Apriori approach such as FPgrowth [17] have also been developed for improving the
efficiency of the mining process. Algorithms for providing
efficient data initialization for mining association rules in data
warehouses by concentrating on the measurement of aggregate
data were proposed in [18]. Privacy-Preserving Distributed
Association-Rule-Mining Algorithm proposed in [19] reduces
the overall communication costs significantly. Lin et al. [9]
and Mobasher et al. [10] have applied association rule mining
for mining association access patterns for web personalization.
In general, a typical web recommender system consists of
mainly two processes: one is an offline knowledge discovery
process for finding association access pattern rules in order to
construct a recommendation model; and the other is an online
recommendation process for generating recommendations to
a user based on the recommendation model and the current
user access activities. To build a successful recommender
system, it is important for the online recommendation process
to generate recommendations efficiently due to the online, realtime requirement and at the same time, providing high quality
recommendation.
The runtime for generating recommendations is proportional
to the number of rules available, from which appropriate
rules will be searched. The use of the conventional Apriori
algorithm and its variants has generated far too many rules,
thereby requiring much longer time in searching appropriate
rules for recommendation. As a result, the overall performance
of a web recommender system will be adversely affected.
To tackle this problem, we propose a novel approach for
mining a reduced set of high quality association access patterns
based on the Web Usage Lattice (WUL) for personalized web
recommendation.
In the proposed WUL-based mining approach, we first construct a Web Usage Lattice from the original web logs based
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on Formal Concept Analysis [20], [21] and then apply our
proposed WUL-mine algorithm to mine the most effective and
useful set of association access patterns from the Web Usage
Lattice. The advantage of the proposed WUL-based approach
is that it can generate much fewer number of association
access pattern rules without compromising much on quality
for web personalization applications when compared with the
Apriori-based algorithms [16]. As such, the reduced set of nonredundant WUL-based association access pattern rules can
greatly improve the efficiency on generating effective rules
for personalized online recommendation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
2, we review techniques for intelligent web recommendation.
Section 3 describes the system architecture of the proposed
web recommender system. The proposed WUL-based mining
approach for discovering association access pattern rules is
then presented in section 4. The performance of the proposed
web recommender system and the WUL-based approach is
evaluated in section 5. Finally, the conclusions are given in
section 6.
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content of the web pages the user has visited and a partial
understanding of each user’s interests. Yoda [6] is a web-based
recommender system, which combines collaborative filtering
with content-based querying to achieve good accuracy and
scalability in real-time. It is designed as an adaptive model
to be trained off-line and later deployed for real-time online recommendation. The L-R (Log-based Recommendation)
system [7] constructs user models by classifying web access
logs and extracting access patterns using transition probability
of page accesses. It then recommends relevant pages to users
based on both the user models and web content. Sato et al. [22]
proposed an approach for improving retrieval effectiveness
of a search engine by employing the website directory. To
make a recommendation, the conceptual similarity between
a web page unexamined by the user and the user query or
the web pages examined by the user is calculated using the
website directory. Approach was proposed in [23] to generate
personalized mobile device compatible pages based on existing
HTML web pages using dynamic Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS). In [24], an approach for mining parallel patterns from
mobile users was proposed.

II. R ELATED W ORK
For the past few years, various statistical and knowledge
discovery techniques have been proposed and applied to web
recommender systems. These techniques can be classified
into collaborative filtering, hybrid approaches and web usage
mining.
A. Collaborative Filtering
Collaborative filtering is one of the most successful and
widely used recommendation techniques. Collaborative filtering works by building a database of user preferences. A
current user is then matched against the database to discover
similar ”neighbors”, which refers to other users with historically similar tastes as the current user. Items on which the
neighbors like are then recommended to the current user,
as he/she will probably also like them. GroupLens [2] is a
system that uses purely a collaborative filtering approach to
make recommendation of Usenet news. It helps people find
desirable articles from a huge stream of news feed. Tapestry
[3] and SIFT [4] are recommender systems that also use the
collaborative filtering approach. However, the collaborative
filtering approach suffers from a few drawbacks. The pure
collaborative filtering approach is quite inefficient especially
for large websites containing lots of pages. Furthermore, since
some users anonymously surf websites via a proxy, their
identities are hidden, which can lead to unreliable predictions.
B. Hybrid Approach
Since the pure collaborative filtering approach can be restrictive, some recommender systems such as WebWatcher
[5] and Yoda [6] have proposed a hybrid approach that combines content-based approach with the collaborative filtering
approach. For example, in WebWatcher [5], it is a web tour
guide software agent that accompanies a user from page to
page by recommending appropriate hyperlinks based on the

C. Web Usage Mining
Recently, a number of recommender systems have adopted
web usage mining techniques, which mine web logs for user
models and recommendations. In other words, these recommender systems are still based on collaborative filtering. The
web usage mining techniques proposed include association
rule mining [9], [10], sequential pattern mining [11], clustering
[12], [13], approximate reasoning [25], and Markov models
[26]. Compared with the hybrid approaches, the web usage
mining techniques can potentially make more accurate recommendation. Other recommender systems using web usage
mining include Letizia [27], Syskill & Webert system [28] and
Siteseer [29].
In [15], Mobasher et al. have pointed out that association
rules are most appropriate for web personalization. In this
paper, we focus on mining a reduced set of effective association pattern rules for enhancing the online performance of
personalized web recommendation.
III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
In this research, we have developed a personalized web recommender system known as AWARS (Association Web Accessbased Recommender System) that uses the proposed WULbased mining approach for personalized web recommendation.
The system aims to help users to browse and access related
web pages more efficiently and effectively.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed AWARS
system which consists of two major processes: off-line mining
and on-line recommendation.
In the off-line mining process, all the users’ web access
activities of a website are recorded by the Web server and
stored into the Web Server Logs. Each user access record
contains the client IP address, request time, requested URL,
HTTP status code, etc. Users are treated as anonymous since
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Fig. 1.

The architecture of the AWARS system.
Fig. 3.

The WUL-based web usage mining approach.

approach can also be applied to other web usage data in a
similar manner.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the proposed WUL-based
mining approach for association access pattern rules. The proposed approach comprises the following steps: (1) Preprocessing; (2) Constructing Web Usage Context; (3) Constructing
Web Usage Lattice; and (4) WUL-mine algorithm for mining
association access pattern rules from Web Usage Lattice.
A. Preprocessing
Fig. 2. An example browser display of the recommended links from the
AWARS system.

the IP addresses are not mapped to any user-identifiable profile database.The program of WUL-based Web Usage Mining
approach is then applied to the Web Server Logs to construct a
Web Usage Lattice. The WUL-based association access pattern
rules are then mined from the Web Usage Lattice and stored
in the rule database. The Web Usage Lattice can be updated
or regenerated regularly to incorporate new access data. We
will discuss the WUL-based mining approach in section 4.
In the on-line recommendation process, a user’s HTTP
requests in the current browsing session are recorded according
to the order the user visited the website. The current access
sequence is then constructed by an agent software installed in
the Web server from the recorded access requests. By matching
the patterns of the user’s current access sequence with the
WUL-based association access pattern rules, the Recommendation Rules Generationprogram will find and generate the
most appropriate recommendation rules. The corresponding
recommendation links will then be inserted into the current
requested page dynamically for display. An example browser
display is shown in Figure 2. The upper frame displays the
original requested web page and the lower frame displays a
list of recommended links.
IV. WUL- BASED M INING A PPROACH
Web usage data [8] refers to data from Web server access
logs, proxy server logs, browser logs, user profiles, registration
data, cookies, user queries, bookmark data, mouse clicks and
scrolls, or any other data as a result of user interactions. In
this paper, we focus only on mining the web server logs for
personalized web recommendation. Nevertheless, the proposed

The preprocessing step aims to preprocess the original web
logs to identify all web access sessions. For web server logs,
all users’ access activities of a website are recorded by the
Web server of the website. Each user access record contains
the client IP address, request time, requested URL, HTTP
status code, etc. Users are treated as anonymous since the
IP addresses are not mapped to any user-identifiable profile
database.
Generally, web logs can be regarded as a collection of
sequences of access events from one user or session in
timestamp ascending order. Preprocessing tasks [30] including
data cleaning, user identification, and session identification can
be applied to the original web log files to obtain all web access
sessions.
Data cleaning: In the original web logs, not all records
are valid for web usage mining. We only treat requested
documents as access events when they are in HTML format.
Therefore, apart from records such as URLs of HTML or
extended HTML documents (e.g., ASP, PHP or JSP), all other
records are discarded from the web logs. These include records
containing URLs of GIF, JPG or BMP files. HTTP status codes
are used to indicate the success or failure of the requested
event. Only records with codes between 200 and 299 are
considered as successful records, and others are discarded from
the web logs.
User identification: For analyzing user access behavior,
unique users must be identified. As mentioned earlier, users are
treated as anonymous in most Web servers. We can simplify
the user identification process to client IP identification. In
other words, requests from the same IP address can be treated
as from the same user and put into the same group under that
user. In order to identify users more accurately, some other
information from the web logs may be helpful. The agent
filed in web logs records information on the client browser
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TABLE I

TABLE II

A DATABASE OF WEB ACCESS SESSIONS

A N EXAMPLE W EB U SAGE C ONTEXT

Session ID

Web Access Session

P1

S1

P2, P1, P5, P2, P6

S1

S2

P2, P6, P3

S2

S3

P3, P4, P3, P6

S3

S4

P1, P6, P2, P4, P1, P3

S4

S5

P3, P4, P3

S5

and operating system. Since different users may access the
website through the same proxy server, the IP address may
be the same. However, the agent type may not be the same in
many cases, it is quite reasonable to assume that each different
agent type for the same IP address represents a different user.
Session identification: For logs from one user that span a
long period of time, it is very likely that the user has visited the
website more than once. The goal of session identification is
to divide web logs of each user into individual access sessions.
The simplest method is to set a timeout threshold. If the
difference between the requested time of two adjacent records
from a user is greater than the timeout threshold, it could be
considered that a new access session has started. Here, we use
30 minutes as the default timeout threshold.
Let M be a set of unique access events, which represents web resources, i.e. web pages, URLs, or topics, accessed by users. A web access session S =
h(e1 , t1 ), (e2 , t2 ), ..., (en , tn )i is a sequence of access events
ei ∈ M for 1 ≤ i ≤ n with their requested time ti . Note
that it is not necessary that ei 6= ej for i 6= j in S, that is
repeat of items is allowed. However, it is not necessary mean
that all web pages accessed by the user are of interest, as
some intermediate pages might need to be accessed first before
reaching the targeted web pages. As such, we set a duration
threshold dmin as a constraint to filter out non-targeted access
events. The duration di of the access event ei can simply be
estimated as di = (ti+1 − ti ). For the last access event en
in each web access session that does not have ”tn+1 ” for
estimating the duration, we have used the average duration
of the relevant session as the estimated duration for the last
access event, i.e. dn = (d1 +d2 +...+dn−1 )/(n−1). All access
events whose durations are less than the predefined duration
threshold dmin are regarded as not useful and are discarded.
Table 1 shows an example database containing five web access
sessions after the preprocessing step.
B. Constructing Web Usage Context
After the preprocessing step, we will obtain all the web
access sessions from the original web logs. Then, we construct
a Web Usage Context based on the web access sessions. Web
Usage Context is defined as follows.
Definition 4.1 A Web Usage Context is a triple K =
(G, M, I), where G is a set of all web access sessions in
web logs for a website, M is a set of all web resources in the
website, and I ⊆ G × M is a binary relation between G and
M , which indicates the web resources of the website that are

X

P2

P3

X
X
X

P5
X

X
X

X

P4

P6
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

accessed by the sessions. A web access session g in a relation
I with a web resource m is denoted as (g, m) ∈ I.
If (g, m) ∈ I, it means that the user was interested in the
web resource m in the web access session g.
A Web Usage Context can be represented by a cross table
with rows labeled by web access sessions and columns labeled
by web resources. A cross in row g and column m indicates
a relation between the web access session g and the web
resource m. Table 2 shows the Web Usage Context constructed
from the web access sessions given in Table 1, which consists
of five web access sessions, namely S1, S2, ..., S5 and six web
resources, namely P1, P2, ..., P6. The relation between a web
access session and a web resource is represented by a symbol
”X”, which means that the user is interested in the specified
web resource from the corresponding web access session.
C. Constructing Web Usage Lattice
This step constructs a Web Usage Lattice based on a Web
Usage Context.
Definition 4.2 Given a Web Usage Context K = (G, M, I),
we define the set of web resources common to the web access
sessions in A as A0 = {m ∈ M |∀g ∈ A : (g, m) ∈ I} for a
set A ⊆ G and the set of web access sessions which have all
web resources in B as B 0 = {g ∈ G|∀m ∈ B : (g, m) ∈ I}
for a set B ⊆ M .
Definition 4.3 A web access activity of a Web Usage
Context K = (G, M, I) is a pair (A, B) with A ⊆ G, B ⊆ M ,
A0 = B and B 0 = A. The sets A and B are called web access
session set and web resource set of the web access activity
(A, B) respectively.
Definition 4.4 Let (A1 , B1 ) and (A2 , B2 ) be two web
access activities of a Web Usage Context K = (G, M, I),
(A1 , B1 ) is called sub-activity of (A2 , B2 ) and denoted as
(A1 , B1 ) ≤ (A2 , B2 ), if and only if A1 ⊆ A2 (⇔ B2 ⊆ B1).
Equivalently, (A2 , B2 ) is called super-activity of (A1 , B1 ).
The relation ≤ is called hierarchical order (or simply order)
of web access activities.
Definition 4.5 A Web Usage Lattice of a Web Usage
Context K = (G, M, I) is a set of all web access activities of
K with hierarchical order ≤, and is denoted as <(G, M, I).
Figure 4 shows the Web Usage Lattice constructed from
the Web Usage Context given in Table 2. Each node in the
figure represents a web access activity in the lattice with the
corresponding web resource set on the left and web access
session set on the right. Each edge in the lattice represents
a hierarchical relationship. For example, the node located at
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and the confidence of the rule is defined as
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{P3, P4}
S3, S4}
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{S3, S4}

{S1}
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P4, P6}
{P1, P2, P3,
P4, P5, P6}

5

{S4}

{}

Fig. 4. The Web Usage Lattice constructed from the Web Usage Context
given in Table 2.

the far right of the lattice represents the web access activity
({S3, S4, S5}, {P3, P4}), which is a sub-activity of ({S2, S3,
S4, S5}, {P3}), and a super-activity of ({S3, S4}, {P3, P4,
P6}). There are a total of 12 web access activities in the lattice
including one upper activity ({S1, S2, S3, S4, S5}, {∅}) that is
the super-activity of all other activities, and one lower activity
({∅}, {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6}) that is the sub-activity of all
other activities. The Web Usage Lattice can be treated as a
conceptual model of web logs which can then be mined for
discovering interesting and frequent user access patterns from
web usage data.
D. WUL-mine Algorithm
Association rule mining searches for interesting relationships among items in a given data set. Given a set of items
I = {I1 , I2 , ..., Im } and a database of transactions D =
{t1 , t2 , ..., tn } where ti = {Ii1 , Ii2 , ..., Iik } and Iij ∈ I, an
association rule [15] is an implication in the form X ⇒
Y where X, Y ⊂ I are sets of items called itemsets and
X ∩Y = ∅. X is called antecedent and Y is called consequent.
We are generally not interested in all implications but only
those that are important. Here, two features called support and
confidence are commonly used to measure the importance of
association rules. The support for an association rule X ⇒ Y
is the percentage of transactions in the database that contain
X ∪ Y . The confidence for an association rule X ⇒ Y is
the ratio of the number of transactions that contain X ∪ Y to
the number of transactions that contain X. Rules that satisfy
a minimum support threshold (M inSup) and a minimum
confidence threshold (M inConf ) are called strong rules.
Association access pattern rules from web usage data can
be discovered based on Web Usage Lattice. They are defined
as follows.
Definition 4.6 Let M be a set of web resources of a Web
Usage Context K = (G, M, I). An association access pattern
rule is a pair X ⇒ Y with X, Y ⊆ M . The support of the
rule is defined as
|(X ∪ Y )0 |
sup(X ⇒ Y ) =
|G|

conf (X ⇒ Y ) =

|(X ∪ Y )0 |
.
|X 0 |

Definition 4.7 Let B ⊆ M and M inSup ∈ [0, 1]. The
support of the web resource set B in a Web
Usage Context
|B 0 |
K = (G, M, I) is defined as sup(B) = |G| . B is said to be
a frequent web resource set if sup(B) ≥ M inSup. A web
access activity is called frequent activity if its web resource
set is frequent.
Most association rule mining algorithms employ a supportconfidence framework. However, such approaches suffer from
the problem in which a large number of rules are usually
returned including redundant rules. In other words, despite
using the minimum support and confidence thresholds to
exclude uninteresting rules, many rules that are not interesting
may still be generated. Mining association access pattern rules
using the Web Usage Lattice can significantly reduce the
number of rules without compromising much on quality. This
approach extracts only a small subset of association access
pattern rules, which is called basis, from which all other rules
can be derived. The association access pattern rules mined
from the Web Usage Lattice is referred to as WUL-based
association access pattern rules, which are defined as follows.
Definition 4.8 Given a Web Usage Context K = (G, M, I),
WUL-based association access pattern rules consist of two
kinds of rules: (1) WUL-based exact rules (i.e. rules with
100% confidence): B1 ⇒ B2 , where B1 and B2 are two
web resource sets of frequent and nonempty web access
activities, and the activity (B10 , B1 ) has activity (B20 , B2 ) as
its only immediate super-activity; (2) WUL-based approximate
rules (i.e. rules with less than 100% confidence): B1 ⇒ B2 ,
where B1 and B2 are two web resource sets of frequent and
nonempty web access activities, and the activity (B10 , B1 )
is an immediate sub-activity of (B20 , B2 ). In addition, each
rule, i.e. B1 ⇒ B2 (B1 , B2 6= ∅), should satisfy with the
conditions sup(B1 ⇒ B2 ) ≥ M inSup and conf (B1 ⇒
B2 ) ≥ M inConf , where M inSup and M inConf are the
given minimum support and confidence respectively.
From the above definition, it is obvious that each WULbased exact rule corresponds exactly to one edge that connects
the sub-activity with its only super-activity in Web Usage
Lattice, and each WUL-based approximate rule corresponds
exactly to one edge that connects the super-activity with one
of its sub-activities in Web Usage Lattice. For example, in
the Web Usage Lattice shown in Figure 3, the edge from
the activity node {P2, P6} to {P6} represents an exact rule
P 2 ⇒ P 6 with support = 60% and confidence = 100%, and
the edge from the activity node {P6} to {P2, P6} represents
an approximate rule P 6 ⇒ P 2 with support = 60% and
confidence = 75%. The WUL-mine algorithm for mining
association access pattern rules and the computation for the
support and confidence are given as follows.
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Algorithm:
WUL-mine for Mining Association Access
Pattern Rules
Input:
1) W U L - Web Usage Lattice based on a
Web Usage Context K = (G, M, I).
2) N L = {N1 , N2 , ..., Nm } - a set of activity
nodes in W U L, where Ni = hAi , Bi , Pi i,
Ai ⊆ G is the web access session set
of Ni , Bi ⊆ M is the web resource
set of Ni , Pi = {Ni1 , Ni2 , ..., Nip } ⊆ N L is
the immediate parent nodes of Ni .
3) M inSup - minimum support threshold.
4) M inConf - minimum confidence
threshold.
Output:
1) ARS
=
{AR1 , AR2 , ..., ARn } - a set of
WUL-based association access pattern
rules, where ARi = (Xi ⇒ Yi , sup, conf ),
Xi , Yi ⊂ M , and Xi ∩ Yi = ∅.
Process:
1) Initialize ARS = ∅.
2) For each Ni ∈ N L with Pi 6= ∅ and sup =
|Ai |
|G| ≥ M inSup, do
a) If |Pi | = 1 and Bi1 6= ∅, then
Insert ((Bi − Bi1 ) ⇒ Bi1 , sup, 100%)
into ARS as a WUL-based exact
rule.
b) For each Nij ∈ Pi with Bij 6= ∅ and
|Ai |
conf = |A
≥ M inConf , do
ij |
Insert (Bij ⇒ (Bi −Bij ), sup, conf ) into
ARS as a WUL-based approximate
rule.
3) Return ARS.
Using the WUL-mine algorithm, all WUL-based association
access pattern rules can be mined from the Web Usage Lattice
given in Figure 4. Table 3 shows the mining results with
M inSup = 40% and M inConf = 50%. A total of 12 WULbased association access pattern rules including 3 exact rules
and 9 approximate rules are generated. In addition, we have
also mined the association access pattern rules using the
Apriori-based algorithm [16] from the web access sessions
given in Table 1. A total of 32 rules are generated. Among
them, there are 9 exact rules and 23 approximate rules.
V. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
WUL-based mining approach based on our personalized recommender system AWARS. The performance is measured in
comparison with the Apriori-based association rule mining
approach [16]. We evaluate the performance based on efficiency and quality. The efficiency evaluation measures the
runtime of the online recommendation process. In quality
evaluation, three performance measures, namely precision,
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TABLE III
WUL- BASED ASSOCIATION ACCESS PATTERN RULES MINED FROM THE
W EB U SAGE L ATTICE IN F IGURE 4 (M inSup = 40%, M inConf = 50%)
No.

WUL-based Association
Access Pattern Rules

Support

Confidence

1

P2 ⇒ P6

60%

100%

2

P4 ⇒ P3

60%

100%

3

P1 ⇒ P2 ∧ P6

40%

100%

4

P6 ⇒ P2

60%

75%

5

P6 ⇒ P3

60%

75%

6

P3 ⇒ P6

60%

75%

7

P3 ⇒ P4

60%

75%

8

P2 ∧ P6 ⇒ P1

40%

67%

9

P2 ∧ P6 ⇒ P3

40%

67%

10

P3 ∧ P6 ⇒ P2

40%

67%

11

P3 ∧ P6 ⇒ P4

40%

67%

12

P3 ∧ P4 ⇒ P6

40%

67%

satisfaction and applicability, are used to evaluate the quality
of recommendation services provided by the recommender
system.
A. Experimental Setup
In the experiment, the proposed web recommender system
was implemented in C++. The experiment was conducted
on a 1.6 GHz Intel Pentium 4 PC machine with 384 MB
memory, running Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional. We
have used two datasets from Microsoft Anonymous Web Data
[31] for mining association access pattern rules and testing
the web recommender system. These two datasets consist
of a collection of sessions with each session containing a
sequence of web page references. The Microsoft Anonymous
Web Data records the pages within www.microsoft.com that
each user visited in a one-week time frame during February
1998. The training dataset for constructing the Web Usage
Lattice has a total of 5,000 web access sessions, with each
session containing from 1 up to 35 page references from a
total of 294 pages. Note that we only use the 2,213 valid web
access sessions that have more than two items. The testing
dataset has a total of 32,711 web access sessions including
8,969 valid web access sequences.
B. Efficiency Evaluation
In this experiment, we have mined the Apriori-based association access pattern rules and WUL-based association access
pattern rules, with minimum support count set to 10, from
the training dataset to generate recommendation rules for the
testing dataset. The numbers of WUL-based association access
pattern rules (WUL) and Apriori-based association access
pattern rules (AAR) with different minimum confidence values
(from 10% to 90%) are shown in Figure 5. As shown in the
figure, the number of the mined WUL-based association access
pattern rules generated is much less than that of the rules
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Fig. 5. Numbers of Apriori-based rules and WUL-based rules with different
confidence values.
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Fig. 6. Runtime of the recommendation rule generation using Apriori-based
rules and WUL-based rules with different confidence values.

mined with the Apriori-based algorithm when the minimum
confidence gets smaller.
In addition, the runtime of the recommendation rule generation process in the recommender system using WUL-based
association access pattern rules and Apriori-based association
access pattern rules with different minimum confidence values
(from 10% to 90%) is shown in Figure 6. The experimental
results have shown that the runtime based on Apriori-based
rules increases sharply, when the confidence threshold decreases. Moreover, the runtime based on the WUL-based rules
is always less than that based on the Apriori-based rules.
Comparing the results shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6,
we have observed that the runtime for recommendation rule
generation increases according to the number of association
access pattern rules. In addition, the online recommendation
process is much more efficient when using WUL-based rules,
as the number of rules generated is much less than the Aprioribased rules, and the cost of matching the appropriate rules for
recommendation is reduced significantly.
C. Quality Evaluation
For evaluating the quality of recommendation services
provided by AWARS, we use the precision, satisfaction and
applicability measures, which are defined as follows.
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Definition 5.1 Let N be the total number of recommendation rules and Nc be the number of all correct recommendation
rules, which include the immediate next page that the user has
accessed. The precision measure of web recommendation is
defined as
Nc
precision =
.
N
The precision measure evaluates how probable a user will
access one of the recommended pages.
Definition 5.2 Let Ns be the number of all satisfactory
recommendation rules, which include any pages that the
user has accessed during subsequent browsing activities. The
satisfaction of the web recommendation is defined as
Ns
satisf action =
.
N
Satisfaction is a very important evaluation measure for web
recommendation. Actually, the next web page accessed by a
user may not be the target page that the user wants. In many
situations, a user has to access some intermediate pages before
reaching the target page. Therefore, it is inappropriate if we
only use the precision measure to evaluate the performance
of web recommendation. The satisfaction measure gives the
precision that the recommended pages will be accessed in the
near future.
Definition 5.3 Let Nn be the number of all nonempty
recommendation rules. The applicability measure of web recommendation is defined as
Nn
applicability =
.
N
The association access pattern rules only store web access
event sets accessed frequently by users (with a support of at
least M inSup and a confidence of at least M inConf ). If
no matching rule is found during recommendation, then the
generated recommendation rule set is empty. Therefore, the
applicability measure evaluates how often recommendations
will be generated. Some parameters such as M inSup and
M inConf in the proposed approach can affect the applicability measure of web recommendation. Generally, the smaller
the M inSup and M inConf are, the more applicable the web
recommendation is. But, this comes at the expense of increased
runtime on association access pattern rule mining.
Figure 7 gives the performance results in terms of the
precision, satisfaction and applicability measures. Figure 7(a)
shows the precision measure of recommendation using the
WUL-based rules which is a bit lower than that of using
the Apriori-based rules. Figure 7(b) shows the satisfaction
measure of recommendation using both kinds of rules which
give more or less the same values. Figure 7(c) shows the
applicability measure of recommendation in which the WULbased rules have slightly lower applicability than the Aprioribased rules.
In summary, the performance results have shown that the
WUL-based association access pattern rules have comparable
quality for web recommendation with the rules mined using
the Apriori-based algorithm (as shown in Figure 7), but with
much less number of rules generated (as shown in Figure
5). Therefore, the proposed WUL-based mining algorithm has
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the performance of the proposed WUL-based mining approach
in comparison with the Apriori-based algorithms based on
efficiency and quality. In efficiency evaluation, we have shown
that the proposed WUL-based approach has generated much
less number of association access pattern rules and achieved
faster runtime for online recommendation. The quality evaluation is based on measuring the precision, satisfactory and
applicability on the AWARS recommender system. The results
have shown that association access pattern rules generated by
the WUL-based approach have achieved comparable quality
with the Apriori-based access pattern rules.
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Fig. 7. Quality measures of WUL-based rules and Apriori-based rules for
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achieved better performance in terms of efficiency for online
recommendations (as shown in Figure 6).
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a Web Usage Lattice-based
mining approach for personalized web recommendation. The
proposed approach constructs the Web Usage Lattice from the
original web logs, and then uses the WUL-mine algorithm to
discover association access pattern rules. We have incorporated
the WUL-based mining approach into our personalized web
recommender system known as AWARS. We have measured
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